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FOREWORD
This module is one of -a series of 100 performance-based
teacher education (PBTE) learning packages focusing upon
Specific professional competenciesdf vocational teachers The
competencies upon which these modules are based were iden-
tified and vilified through research as being important to suc-
cessful vocational teaching at both the secondary and post-
secondary levels of instruction The modules suitable for
the preparation of teachers in all occupational areas
Each module provides learning experiences that integrate
theory and application, each culminates with criterion refer-
enced assessment of the teachers' performance of the spec-
ified competency The materiels are designed for use by Indi-
vidual or groups of teachers in training working under the
direction and with the assistance gtleachereducators acting as
resource persons Resource pertonS should be skilled in the
teacher competency being developed and should be thor-
oughly oriented to PBTE concepts and procedures in using
these materials

The design of the materials provides considerable flexibility for
planning and conducting performance-based preservice and
inservice teacher preparation programs to meet a wide van
of individual needs and interests The materials ate intended for
use by universities and colleges, state departments of educa-
tion, post-secondary institutions, local education agencies, and
others responsible for the professionardevelopment of voca-
tional teachers Further informalion about the use of the mod-
ules in teacher education programs is contained in three re-
lated documents Student Guide to Using Performance-Based
Teacher Education Materials, Resource Person Guide to
tiling Performance-Based Teacher Education Materials and
Guide to Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher
Education.
The PBTE curriculum packages are products of a sustained
research and development effort by The Center's Program for
Professional Development for Vocational Education Many in-
dividuals, institutions, and agencies participated with The Cen-
ter and have made contributions to the systematic develop- ,
nrtynt, testing,' revision, and refinement of these very significant
training materials Over 40 teacher educators provided input in
development of initial versions of the modules, over 2,000
teachers and 300 resource persons in 20 universities, colleges,
and post-secondary institutions used the materials and pro-
vided feedback to The Center for revision and refinement

Spectef recognition for major individual roles in the direction,
development, coordination of testing, revision, and refinement
of these materials is extended to the following program staff
'Jamifs B Hamilton, Program Director, Robert E Norton, As-

sociati Program' Director, Glen E Farrdig, Specialist, Lois Har-
rington, Program Assistant, and Karen Quinn, Program Assis-
tant Recognition is also extended to Kristy Ross, Technical
Assistant, Joan Jones, Technical Assistant, and!Jean Wisen-
baugh, Artist for their contributions to the final refinement of
the materials. Contributions made by former program staff to-
ward develotmental versions of these materials are &so ac-
knowledged Calvin J Cotrell directed the vocational teacher
competency research studies upon' which these modules are
based and also directed the curriculum development effort
from 1971-1972 Curtis R Finch provided leadership for the
program from 1972-1974
Appreciation is also extended to all thosiSoutside The Center
(consultants, field site Coordinators, teacher educators,
teachers, and others) who contributed so generously in various
phases of the total effort Early versions of the materials were
developed by The Center in cooperation with the vocational
teacher education faculties at Oregon State University and at

University of Missouri - Columbia Preliminary testing of the
materials was conducted at Oregon State University, Temple
University, and University of Missouri - Columbia

Following preliminary testing, major revision of all materials
was performed by Center Staff with the assistance of numerous
consultants and visiting scholars from throughout the country.

Advanced testing of the materials was carried out with assis-
tance of the vocational teacher educators and students of Cen-
tral Washington State College, Colorado State University, Ferris
State College, Michigan, Florida State University, Holland Col-
lege, P E I , Canada, Oklahoma State University, Rutgers Uni-
versity, State University, College at Buffalo, Temple University,
University of Arizona, University of Michigan-Flint, University of
Minnesota-Twin Cities, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Univer-
sity ot.Northern Colortido, University of Pittsburgh, University
of Tennessee, University of Vermont, and Utah State University

The Center is grateful to the National Institute of Education for
sponsorship of this PBTE curriculum development effort from
1972 through its completion Appreciation is extended to the
Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education of the U S Office
of Education for their sponsorship of training and advanced
testing of the materials at 10 Sites under provisions of EPDA
Part F, Section 553 Recognition of funding support of the
advanced testing effort is also extended to Ferris State college,
Holland College; Temple .Univqrsity, and the University of
Michigan-Flifit

Robert E Taylor
Director
The Center for Vocational Education

THE CENTER FOR CATIONAL EDUCATION
a cr..3210

The' Center for Acetic) I Education s mission 4S to
increase the ability of thy se agencies. Institutions, and
organizations to solve ed cabonal problems relating to
individual career planet and preparation The Center

,:tiulttlls its mission by
Generating knowled through research'
Developing educational programs and products
Evaluating inevidual/program needs aneoutcotnes
Installing educationdl programs and producis
Operating information systems and services
Conducting loaderehip development and training
programs s I

AA
VIM

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FOR VOCATIONAL

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Engineering Center
Athens, Georgia 30602 /-

The American Association }or Vocational Instructional
Materials (AAVIM) is an interstate organization of univer-
sities, oo$Jeges and divisions of vocational educettOn de-
voted to the improvement of teaching through better in-
formation and teaching aids.
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INTRODUCTION ..
Audiovisual equipment and materials are ver-

satile tools'which can be used in a variety of ways
and which can help ensure that your lessons will
be more effective and interesting. The Mallon pic-
ture film is an especially valuable audiovisual de-
vice in terms of its ability to mat/it/ate students

There are a number of advantages to using films
(1) a color motion picture can bring a slice of reality
into the classroom by portraying actual movement

el

i

of people and things, (2) a film can preserve for
later review an event which has occurred; (3) a film
can make unavailable experiences available to
students, (4) newer types of equipmentboth 8
mm and 16 mm cameras and projectorsare
more portable, less expensive, and easier to opee-
ate,(5) with the newer equipment, teacher -made
and student-made films become more of a reality,
and individual viewing by students becomes more
practical, and (6) films allow students both to see
and 'to hear about the material being covered
Films can be used at any point in the lesson short
8 mm films can help in introducing or summarizing
a lesson, longer 8 mm and 16 mm films can aid in
presenting lesson content Films can alsope used
very effectively in combination with other types of
media

'This module ' designed to help you become
competent in operating film equipment, and in
using films to present infOrmation in the class-
room or laboratory It will also help you gain skill in
determining when a film is the best (or one of the
best) audiovisual device to use for a particular
lesson A

3
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ABOUT THIS MODULE
Objectives
Terminal Objective: In an actual school situation, pre-
:gis slrtratIon with films. Your performance will be

by your resource person, using the Teacher
Performance Assessment Form, pp. 35-36 (Learning
Experience III).

Enabling Objectives:
1. After completing the required reading, set up and

operate a-film projector (Learning Experience 1)
2. After completing the required reacting, present in-

formation with films in a practice situation (Learning
Experience II)

Prerequisites
y..,

7.0. To complete this module, you must have competency in
developing a lesson 'pie) and selecting studeht instruc-
tional materials If you do not already have 'these com-
petencies, meetwith your resource person to determine
what method you will use to gain these skills One option
is to complete the information and practice activities in
the following modules'

Develop a Lesson 'Plan, Module B-4
Select Student Instructional Materials, Module B-5

Resources
A fist of the outside resources which supplement those
contained CA:411Withe module follows Check with your
resource person (1) to determine the availability and the
location of these resources, (2)yp locate additional ref-
erences in your occupational specialty, and (3) to get
assistance in setting up activities with peers or observa-
tions of skilled teachers, if necessary Your resource
person may also be contacted if you have any difficulty
with directions, or in assessing your progress at any
time

4
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Learning Experience i
Required

A 16 mm sound film projector to set up and operate
A screen to use with the projector
A 16 mm sound film for use in setting up and operat-
ing the projector
A' meesuring device (ruler, yardstick, tape measure)
for use in setting up the prdjector

Optional
An audiovisual evert with whOm you can discuss
the uses and qperation of film projectors
An audiovisual equipment dealer whom you can
visit or write to concerning equipment and suprilies
currently available

Learning Experience ii
. Required

A 16 mm soundttilm wA which to present informa-

tion in a lesson
A 16 mm sound film projector to use during the
lesson 0

A screen to use with the projector
A resource person to role-play a student to whom
you are presenting a lesson and to evaluate your
b o m pet e ncy in using films to present information

Optional
A resouree person to review the adequacy of your
lesson plan
A teacher skilled in presenting information with
films whom you can observe

1,

Learning Experience HI
Required

An actual school situation in which you can present
information with films
A resource person to assess your competency in
presenting information with films

J

This module covers performince element numbers 126, 127 from Calvin
J Cotrell et al , Model COrricula for Vocational and Technical Education
Report No v (Columbus, OH The Center for Vocation9lEducation, The
Ohio State University) The 384 elements in this document form the
research base for all The Center's PBTE module development

For inforMation about the general organization of each module, general
procedures for their use, and terminology which is common to all 100
modules, see 00out Using The Center s PBTE Modules on the inside
back c ver

. r
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Learning Experience I
OVERVIEW

1.1

After completing the required reading, set up and operate &film projector.

You will be reading the informa tion sheet, Operating the Film Projector, pp.
7-11.

You will be setting up and operating a 16 mm sound film projector by
completing the exercises specified in the Film Projector Worksheet, pp.
13-16.

r
1 Optional
% Activity I

%110
,

Optional
Activity

41111110

You Will be evaluating your competency in setting up and operating thefilm
projector, using the Film protector pmation__Checklilt,44111-46.

You may wish to locate and meet with a person with expertise in the are
audiovisuals for theiWpose of discussing ,further the uses and opera
of film projectors.

,
YQu rf *Nish either to visit arraudiovisual equipMent dealeror to write to a
dealer for catalogues describing the latest types of equipment and
supplies available.

5 t)
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FIGURE 1
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FILM EQUIPMENT: SOUND PROJECTOR
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Activity

slimmil,,
For information explaining how to select, set up, and operate the equip-
ment and materials necessary for a presentation which uses a film pro-.
jector, read the following information sheet.

OPERATING THE FILM PROJECTOR
Projection Principles

There are basically three types of motion picture
film projectors:' the sound projector, the silent
projector, and the cartridge projector. Since the
ipand projector is the most complicated of these
three types, and since it can be used to show both
silent films and films with sound, the principles
,discUssed in this section will relate to the sound
projebtor. Figure 1 shows a typical sound pro-
jector.

The sound projector relies on three systems the
projection system, the film transport system, and
the audio system. Film projectors use a direct
projection system. That is, the light travels in a
straight line from the lamp to the screen The only
parts of the projection system.visible in the illustra-
tion in thisinformation sheet are the lens, and the
pressure plate and apertur'e behind the lens

Enclosed within the box behind the film channel
are a condensing lens, a projection lamp, and a
reflector. The projection lamp is the source of the
light. The reflector, located behind the lamp, helps
ensure that all light is directed toward the con-
densing lens. The condensing lens.takes the light
and concentrates it evenly over the aperture area
The aperitrnel(also called the film channel or gate)
is an opens or hole, the size and shape of which
determines how much light will pass through to
the film and lens The pressure plate is designed
to hold the film firmly against the aperture area
Finally, the light and film image pass through the

7

projection lens to the screen. The projection lens
is the focusing device for the projector

The film transport system is simply the system
of reels, sprocket wheels, retainer clips, pressure
rollers, guide rollers and claws-designed to ad-
vance the film past the projection and sound sys-
tem areas. More detailed information on this sys-
tem and how the film is threaded through it IS
covered in the "Operation Procedures" section on
pp. 9-10

The audio system consists of the devices on the
projector designed to translate the film's sound
track into sound If the sound track is magnetic, it .

operates like an audiotape The sound is recorded
after the. film has been processed and, like the
audiotape, the sound cay be easily erased.

In the'projector shown in Figure 1, the sound
track is optical. Note the exciter lamp housing and
the sound drum in the illustration. When the film
goes past the exciter lamp, this lamp sends a
steady light through the sound track This light is
picked up by a photoelectric, cell which translates
the variations of light it receives into parallel varia-
tions of electrical current. When the amplifier re-
ceives these fluctuations of electrical current, it
boosts their strength and sends these amplified
electrical impulses on to the speaker The speaker
translates the variations in electrical current into
sound

Projector Placement
The film projector should be placed toward the

back of the room on a high table Exactly where it
is placed depends on a number of variables,. room
size; darkness of the room, size of group viewing
the film; the focal-length of the lens; and
screen size and placement. The projector is placed
properly if (1) neither the projector nor the pro-
jectionist is blocking students' view, (2) members
of the audience are not casting a shadow on the
screen; (3) the projected image is well centered on
the screen, (4) the projected image is nearly filling
the screen, (5) thp projected image is clear and
well focused, and (6) the projected image is large
enough to be seen easily by all viewers.

(.)
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Irojection Materials 1.

The term "motion picture" is not precisely accu-
rate. The "motion" you see when viewing a filrn'is
an illusion. Actually, a film is comprised of a series
of still pictures taken 'in rapid succession When
these pictures Are projected, the viewer is given
the, illusion of motion.

ilms come in three widths, 8 mm, 16 mm, and 35
; insolor or black & white; with sound or with-

out sound. Thk films you see in a movie theatre are

If the lrnm filmy is silent, it will have a double
. ,

row of sprocket holes spaced so that the film will
advance at a rate of 16 frames (still pictures) per
second. If the 16 mm film has sound, it will have
only a single row of sprocket holes spaced so that
the film will advance at a rate of 24 frames per
second. In the space where the second row of
sprocket boles would be on a silent film, there will
be a sountl track Because of this sprocket place-
ment, a silent film can be shown on a sound pro-
jector, but a sound film cannot be shown on a
silent projector. ThesprOcket wheel orrthe silent
projector is designed for the double row offprock--
et holes and will punch holes in a'rLind track.

There are a number of sourcelailable for
locating educatiohal films

probably 35 mm Educational films are usually 8

mm (standard or super) or 16 mm Super 8 and
standard 8 films ak the same width, but by chang-
ing the shape and placement of the.sprocket holes
and frames and lengthening the film, the super 8

has been given 50 percent more image area than
the standard 8. With super 8 film and the newer,
higher quality equipment available today, the proj-
ected image can now be sharper and brighter.
Where standard 8.tilm was adequate for use with
1-20 persons, super 8 can be used-with up to 100

persons.

An 8 mm film comes in reel-to-reel or cartridge
(the film is an endless loop) form When a cartridge
is inserted into a projector, it will run continuo sly,

repeating itself again and again until the projector
is turned off

A 16 mm film comes on a reel, the size of the reel
usually indicates the approximate length of the
film. The length can range from one minute (40 feet

of film) to fifty minutes (2,000 feetrof film). Any film
that is longer than 50 minutes will be stored on
more than one reel Below is a chart showing the
relationship of reel size to length of film showing
time:

Diameter of Reel
7"

10"
12"
14"

Length
of Showing Time

10-11 minutes
20-22 minutes
30-33 minutes
40-44 minutes

8

Organizations such as the Film Libraly Infor-
mation Council, the Educational Film Library
Association, the American Film Institute, the
American Library Association, Indiana Um-
-Versity Audio-Visual Cerier, and teachers'
. professional organizations
Libraries, both public and school- or
university-based
University-based instructional materials cen-
te rs

- Colleagues
School film evaluation files
Curriculum guides
Commercial organizations which produce
audiovisual equipment
Publishers which have a media divsion
Media journals and periodicals
Index to 16 mm Educational Films, and Index
of 8 mm Educational Motion Cartridges,*

illowker Co.
1180 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036
The 8 mm Film Directory



bOmprehensive Service Corporation
250 West 64th Street
New York, New York 10023 .

Educators Guide-de Free Films
/ Educators Progress Service

Randolf, Wisconsin 53956
Library of Congress Catalogue of Motion Pic-
tures and Filmstrips

Operation Procedures
If your film is an 8 mm film loop, the procedure is

simple. The projector must be plugged in. The film
cartridge is interted into the projector, the pro-
jector is turned on, and the 'film is focused by
rotating the lens

If your film is an 8 mm or 16 mm reel-to-reel film,
the prcicedure' is more complicated It would be
helpful to you to refer to either Figure 1 or an actual
sound projector as you read the remainder of this
section. The procedure described is a general one
for a 16 mm sound film -projector Projectors will
vary, but if you are familiar with general proce-
dure described here, you should be able to adapt
these procedures easily to other projectors

1 If an operating manual is available for the proj-
ector, use it.

2 Open the projector case
3. Fold out the reel arms. On many machines, the

arms are locked in place If the arms are
locked, check for a release buf ton

4 Attach the drive belt for the reel arms if neces-
sary. On most newer machines, this is not re-
quired.

5. Turn the sound/silent.switch to sound
6. If the speaker is separate-from the projector,

connect the speaker
7. Clieck the rewind switch to make sure it is not

turned on.
8. Turn on the lamNed motor
9. Prefocus the projector using the edge of the

aperture plate as a focusing guide
Center the image on the screen To raise
or lower the projector, use the elevator
control
Move the projector so that-the image tiffs
the screen To reduce the screen image,
mole the projector closer to the screen
To enlarge the screen image, move the
projector away from the screen
Rotate the lens to focus the image so that
it is clear and bright

10_ Turn off the lamp and motor
11 Thread the machine Newer projectors are

self-threading, once you get the film started,
the machine, when turned on, threads itself

However, you need to monitor this self-
threading process carefully as it is not fool-
proof If something goes wrong, turn the
machine off immedietely If the projectons not
self-threading, a threading guide will usually
be printed on the projector of on the case'
somewhere.

Place the film reel on the supply spindle
on the feeder reel arm. Usually the reel
has a square hole on one side and a round
hole on the other so it will only fit on the
spindle correctly. The -reel is on correctly
if thafilm (title first) Is coming okthe reel
clockwise with the sprocket holes on the
film- positioned so that they are on the
side of the film closest to you.
Rotate the reel so that you have a three-
foot piece of film with which to thread the
machine.
Place an empty reelgion

the take-up reel
arm. This take-up reel should be the same
size as the feeder reel" -

Advance the film around the first sprocket
wheel. Make sure that the teeth on the
wheel are going through the sprocket
holes in the film so that the film won't be
damaged. The sprocket wheerl is de-
signed to pull the film off the feed reel at a
steady rate of speed; therefore, the film
must be firmly locked around the sprock-
etwheel with the film retainer clip.
Make a lofp in the film big enough for two
fingers to fit within it. There will be two
such lobos made. These loops serve two
purpose,: (a) The film is actually starting
and stopping very quickly as it passes
through the film channel behind the lens.
The loops act as shock absorbers so that
the start-stop motion does not put un-
necessary strain on the film, and (b) The
sound on the film is printed seven inches
ahead of the picture so that the sound
which corresponds with a riven picture is
passing the sound drum at the same time
as the picture is passing the lens. If the
loops are not the right size, the sound and
the picture will not be properly syn-
chronized
Advancethefilnithroughthefirlmchannel
between the aperture and the pretsure
plate by opening the gate, inserting the
film,. and closing the gate firmly so that
the pressure plate is holding the film

-tightly against the aperture area
Make another loop the size of two
fingers
On some machines, there will be another
sprOcket wheel at this point The proce-
dure for advancing the film around this
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sprocket wheel if, the same as for the first
sprocket wheel.
Advance the film through the sound sys-
tem, winding it tightly around the sound

. drum s0 ,that it passes by the exciter
lamp housing. If there is a pressure rol-
ler, make sure the roller is pressing the
film firmly against the sound drum
Thread film arounal the lower sprocket
wheel or guide rolrer.
Thread-film around shock absorber idler
wheel. This wheel prevents sudden tugs
from the take-up reel.
Ptace film clockwise around the take-up
reel and turn the reel several complete
revolutions so that the film is held firmly
in place.
Dduble check your threading 1013 by-ad-
vaAng the-film by hand to make sure it
isn't binding

12 Turn on the motor and lamp
13. Preadjust the picture and sound

Set volume and tone at comfortable
, levels

Adjust lens to get a sharp image
If more than one frame is showing at
once, use the framer to adjust *us

14 Reverse film to starting point and show the
film, ,

15 Stay with the projector white the film is show-
ing Should any problem ansewith the film or
the projector, stop the projector immediately

16 If the film should break during the showing,
do not try to make temporary repairs with
tape or-staples, etc Stop the machine and
then rethread it, leaving enougb extra film at
the end to wind the broken end around the
take-up reel several times to secure it

17 When pie film is over, turn the volyme down
to zero and turn off the lamp

18. Let the tail end of the film- run comwiletely
through the projector and then turn the pro-
jector off . `f

i9. It the film is from a library or distributor, it
probably shOuld not be rewound The condi-
tion of the film must be checked when it is

*
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20.

4

4 A

....returned, and it is easiest for these people to
rewind and check the film at the same time. if
you need to rewind the film, make sure that
the film is not threaded around the sprockets
while. it is being rewound:
Let the lamps cool for a few minutes.

21 Prepare the projector to be put away
If the speaker is separate, detach it from
the projector
Unplug the power cord and pkace 'tin its
-storagestorage area.
Remove both reels
Return the reel arms to their original po-
sition (Don't .forget to use the release
button if there is one ) , /
Return the Blevatbr control to its original
positibn
If the drive belt is separate, remove it and
store it.

22 Close the case

lProjection Screen -
Since 8 mm film loops are espiCially effective

when used od an individual or small group basis,

the viewing systems are designed accordingly
One such system looks like_a television with a 24"

screen. Below the screen is a door One simply
opens the door, inserts the 8 mm filth cartridge
closes the door, turnsthe machine on, and the film
is projected orb the 24" screen

Another system involves a small projector and a
rear -,view telescreen. Picture in your mind a study
carrel with a projeCtor on the left, on the right is a
small screen which is facing you The screen has a
system of mirrors behind it. The projectoris facing
sideways with the lens aimed'to the right toward
th. mirrors. The projector image hits those mirrors
and is redirected toward the screen '

10

Figure 2 is an exampld of another type of rear-
screen viewer. This particular piece of equipment
combirfes the projection equipment and viewing
screen in ong unit. You place A film cartridge in the
front, and the image is reflected from mirrors be-

hind the screen onto the screen This machine is

ideal for small'-gro6p or individual viewing '

of
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A standard 16 mm movie projector will fill a 52" by''
70" screen at a distance from projector to screen of
30 feet. Ideally, the screen should be one-sixth as
wide as thp distance from the screen to the last row
"of seats. There are three basic types of screens
matte, glass beaded, and lenticular A matte screen
looks like a dull white cloth and will provide a good,
bright picture over a wide viewing angle (1,e , persons
seated at the center of the room and at either side of
the room will see the same bright picture)- A glass
beaded screen has a surface covered with tiny glass
beads. It gives a much brighter pictuie than the
matte screen, but only to'persons seated along the
line of projection The lenticular screen has tiny\--
ridges molded into the surface It gives a bnght
image to viewers froM all angles

Since the film projector is operated in a darkened
room, ally one of these screens can be used If you
havelnore than one type of screen available,4con-
sider how your students will be seateeand select the

.

.4.

screen which will produce the best picture for these
'viewing angles. Students should be seated no closer
to the screen than a distance twice the width of the
screen.

If your projector is going to be pointed at an angle
toward the screen,, keystone effect will be pro-
duced, Keystoning refers o a:distorted image in
wllicfi the to R of the image appeirs larger than the
bottom beca4e thetop part of the -image is further
away from the projector. This can be corrected by
moving the top of the screen forward.

Machine Maintenance
. The 16 mm sound projector is a complicated

piece of machinery and, as such, it needs to be
treated carefully. The lens and film channel should
be -kept clean. The lens can be cleaned, with a
speciaOsilicone-coated cloth or tissue. The film
channel can be cleaned with a soft cloth of small
brush'. The operation procedures described for the
projeftor should bdcarefully followed. While the
projector is running, 'someone should 'be nearby
so it can be turned off immediately if anything
should go wrong

When you use the projector, it is alWays a good
idea to have-spare lamps available in 'case one
should burn out. You should have ,both. a spare
projection lamp and spare exciter lamp. To change.
a lamp, wait until it,s'cooled,, unplug the machine,
and then remove the burned out lamp. Use a cloth
to handle the new lamp during replacement since
fingerprints or other foreign substances on the
lamp cause light to be reflected back into the lamp.
This increases the heat and shortens the projec-
tion life. Jarring or bumping the lamp while it is hot
can also shorten its Projection life. The jarring"cln
Cause the filaments in a hot lamp _to fuse together
Iflhis happens,-the lamP will probably burn out the
next time the projector is turned on.

gt
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The following worksheet is designed to help you become competent in
oi)erating,the film projector No one need see this worksheet unless you
choose to show 4,to them, so do not be reluctant to record what actually
happens, right pr wrong. The sheet is not intended to show proof that you
did everything perfectly the first time. It is Intended to help you to organize
your knacidedge about the operation of film equipment, to help you apply
that knowledge to actual equipment, to point out to you where you have
gaps in your knowledge, and to help you determine how to fill those gaps
Completed thoughtfully and thoroughly, this sheet should make an excel-
lent refeFence for you in the future. Read the directions carefully and then
complete each of the 21 exercises.

FILM PROJECTOR WORKSHEET

Directions: Locate a 16 mm sound motion picture projector, a screen to use with the projector, a 16 mm
sound film, anca Measuring deVice (e.g., ruler, yardstick, tape measure, etc.) Arrange for the equipment
and material to be placed in the room in which you will be working with them. Complete each of the
following exercises using the actual equipment and material. Each exercise requires a short response
Please respond fully, but briefly, and make sure you respond to all parts of each item to not answer
simply YES or NO; explain yoUr responses. Should you have any difficulty with an exercise, make a note
of that problemr
_ . .

1. What is the make ansi model of the film projector with which you are working? What type(s) of film (8
mm, 16 mm, 35 mm, manual or self-go.threading; sound or is it designed to project?

_

2. Is there an- operating manual? Ddes it contain any information that is different froril, or was niat
covered in, the information sheet? If so, describe that information.

g

.3. What type of table is being used to hold the projector (portability, height, etc )9

4 Describe the, film which you are using (8 mm, 16 mm, 35 rim, sound or silent, black and white or
color; length in feet or time)

.1

5. Describe the type of screen with which you are working (matte, beaded, or lenticular, how is it
mooted; what size is it, etc ?)

R,

6. Set up the screen for use Briefly describe any special procedures involved (e.g., "There is a release
button which must first be pushed ':) If the screen is portable, where have you

(e.g.,
it and why?

. , 1i
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7. What type of lighting are you using in the room? Is this type of lighting appropriate for ung the film.

projector? Why or why not?

8. Remove the projector from its case. How is the projector packed (how many cases; what loose parts

are included; are the speakers separate, part of the case, or enclosed)"

9. Locate the projector lamp. Remove the lamp from the projector and then replace it Describe the
lamp's location and the procedure for removing it

10. Plug in the speakers (if necessary), plug in the projector, open the reel arms, and place the film reel

and an empty reel on the reel arms properly. Draw a rough sketch of the working side of the projector
and then locate and label the following parts: feed reel, take-up reel; reel arms; sprocket wheel(s),

film retainer cliiffs); pressure roller; sound drum; exciter lamp housing; guide roller; lens; pressure
plate, elevator Control; tone control, volume control; rewind control; framer control; off/on (lamp,

motor) control leund/silent control, and arm release button

.(

J

14'
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11. Thread the film through the projector (refer to threading diagram on the projector if there is one).
Describe the threading, procedure in one of two ways. either draW a threading diagram, properly
labeled; or describe the threadinqrocedure in writing, referring to specific parts of the projector.

1.

I

12. Advance the film by hand to check the threading Turn on ttie motor and ramp Focus the image on
the screen. Describe the procedure for ?focusing

z

13 Raise and/orlower the screen image so that it is centered on the screen Describe the method for
elevating o? lowering the image

14. Locate the framing lever Adjust it and describe what happens to the screen image when the lever is
moved Then, frame the image properly

4

15. Move the projector gradually closer to the screen, refocusing as you get closer How close to the
screen can you get before either (1) you can no longer get the picture in or (2) the material is
too small to see/

44

16 Move the projector gradually away from the screen, refocusing as you get farther away. How far
away from the screencan you get before either (1) you can no longer get the picture in focus, or (2)
the image is too large for the screen/



I.

17. At what distance (from screen to projector) do you get the best screen image?

sv
Ar

18, Are you using the type and size of screen recommended for use with the film projector according to
this module? If not, is this affecting your ability to oject a quality image? How is the qualitypf

affected?

1

19. Assume,you her a class of 20 students. Arrange the seating, the screen, the projector, and the
lighting as you would if you were using the projector to present information to that group of 20, Turn

on the projector, start the film, make any necessary adjustments to focus, etc., and show about five
minutes of the film NOTE: At this.poi'nt, mote to the explanation of Part I in the Feedback that
follows ,

NI

20 Rewind the film and describe how the rewinding procedure differs from eading cedure

kr 4

...--`,..---

21 Remove the film and take-up reel and replace the projector and the film in their cases Then, move to
the explanation of Part II in the Feedback that follows

ti

Part I: After you have completed the first 19 items on the worksheet, use'
Part I of the Film Projector-Operation Checklist, pp 17-18, to evaluate your
work Part II After you have completed items 20 and 21, use Part II of the
Film Projector Operation Checklist, p. 18, to evaluate your work

a,

16
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p 'FILM PROJECTOR OPERATION CHECKLIST

k

Directions: Place an X in the YES or NO box to indicate whether each item
was performed successfully or, not

Name

Date

Resource Person

Yes No
Pan 1

',When you were working with the projector, yJu remembered to:
1. handle the projection lamp with a soft cloth I.

2. be careful not to Jar the machine (and lamp) while the lamp was hot

When you were threading the film Into the .projector, you made sure that:
3. You handled only the tail end ciof the film (the se6tion before the title begins)

4 the film came' off the feeder reel clockwise with the sprocket holes on the film
positioned on the side clost to you

5. the teeth in all sprocket wheels were properly engaged in the film's sprocket
holes

6. two tension loops, each the size of two fingers, were made, one on each side of
,the film channel

q. the gate was firmly closed

8. the film was held tightly against fhe sound drum

9. the take-up reel was the's'aroe size as the feeder reel

10 the film advanced ardund thetake-up reel clockwlap

The film projector, screen, and room are arranged for the group of 20 so that:
11. the project& is at the back of the room

"TV

12. the.orojeCttofils On a high table

the projector and the'projectionist will not blocktherew of anyone in the class

14. the prbjected irire is large enough for all viewers to see it clearly

15. the irnage4 well centered on the screen
t

16. there is no keystoning effect produced

17. the room is totally dark

The projected image is:I 18. clear and sharp

.
1=1. 1:1

EJ

D
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19. bright .

20, well focdsed ;

Thesoundia: -
,

21fAell balariced in'tone..
S

. ' ,
.,

22. cl.ea(;. -
.

, , ..,

23 sufficiently laud to tie her by.all 20 persons .,
, / S

(Return to the worlpheet and cornOleteitemsla and 21%)
,

Pact II - lis 7, . .
.

Before yourewoUncertie film, you made sure that:
24 the rewind control, was engaged ,

. . , ,

25 the projeqqr end lamp were turned off
, , /, .

26 tfle vpfumd was lowered to zero '

27 the filrn-was not engaged around any'of the sirocket wheels
/. .,

Be,fore
):1,

theirreturning thif film arid theprojeotor to th ae,you:III.: .

r wafted for the ramp . . ,

. 0

29 removed the teedei-, and take-bp reels , .,

4 P

44.

'Yes No

c
v 30 returned tb'e reel arms to their storageposition (engaging a'release button first if

necessary) , , k

rr 't,

al returned the lens (fpct4s) a elevator controlto Their original positions Li 0
32 detachaihed§aeakers (if necessary) and stoutd therri

0 . .
. 1ig-D33. removed drive belt.(if nicary) and stored it

i34. ant)* lugged the machine and stored th cord ,
LEVEL 04 PERFORMANCE: All items should receiveYES responses If any item receives a NO
response,correct that condition using the actual equipment and materials If you Ave trouble correct-
mg thacondition, check with your resourcd person or sohaeone\with expeFtise in the area of audiovisu-

als. r .

18
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I Optional
Activit,p

IOptional
Ilk Activity

-You may wish to contact your resource person, or someone else you or
your resource person may know of with, expertise in the area otaudiovisu-,
els, This person 'could discuss with you special techniques 9r helpful hints
that can be of use to you when you werk with the film projector

ti

You may wish to check into the latest advances rn film projectQrs (espe-
cially 8mm). `Mu may also wish to identify films mat are currently available
If there issan audiovisual equipment dealership in your vicinity, you may
wish to,visitthern and look over their equipment, or to made arrangements
to have one of their salespersons talk to you If you cannot make such a
visit, you could write to one or more of the major manufacturers of motion
picture cameras and projec)ors, asking for catartgues Another source of
information Would be proAUcers of educational films,. these companies
also offer catalogues

19
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Learning Experience H
OVERVIEW

0

Activity

Activity-

After completing the required reading, present information with filmsin a
practice situation.

You will be reading the information sheet, Using Film Projectors as Instruc-
tionar Devices, pp. 23=28.

You will be selecting an objective in your occupational specialtylhat lends
itself to a.film presentation.

Activity You will be selecting, modifying; or developing a lesson plan designed to
achieve that objective using a film to illustrate the lesson.

You may wish to' have your resource person review the adequacy of your
plan.

You will be obtaining (and prevjewing) the necessary film, and making
arrangements to secure the necessary equipment.

21 1
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Optional
Activity

-%00

You may wish to arrange through your resource person to visit a classroom
in which a teacher experienced_in the use of films ispresenting information
using films.

P

Activity You will be presenting your leeson_ r resource person.

Your competency in presenting information with films will be evaluated by .

your resource person, using the Ppsentation Checklist: Films, pp. 31-32.

C

4
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For information describing the general and specific uses of films in pre-
senting information, and explaining' the procedures for their classroom
use, read the following inf&mation sheet

USING FILM PROJECTORS
AS INSTRUCTIONAL DEVICES

When motion is an important part of a concept
or skill, films are an excellent means of illustration.
Through films, students cen visit inaccessible
places, view microscopic processes, and review
demonstrations.
A film is one
of the "next
best things
to actually
being there."
Since films
are often
colorful,
compelling,'
and interest-
ing bath to
see and to
hear, there
may be a
tendency on
the part of teachers to want to use films to the
exclusion of other. media. This tendency can be
avoided if you isnow the specific advantages and
disadvantages of using films and the particular
types of material which can be illustrated by using
films.

Advantages
As mentioned previously, one prime advantage

of the film projector is that it can bring visual ex-
periences to the students yvhieh closely approxi-
mate reality. In fact, films have advantagesver
reality for several reasons.

An item or process which could not be viewed
by the naked eye in reality can be viewed on a
film which used photomicrography to enlarge
the item(s).
Through slow motion photography, a rapid
process, such as threading a projector, can be
slowed down so the transitions or steps can
be easily viewed
Through time-lapse photography, a slow pro-
cess, such as the growth of a seed, can be
viewed in one brief sitting

Through animation, an artist's drawings can
be made into a film which presents abstract
concepts in a concrete way.
A film can be stopped so that a particular
frame can be studied for an extended period
of time.
A process that needs to be demonstrated
whichz,is, in reality, hazardous, or which re-
quires equipment which is not readily avail-

, able, or which requires a skill which the
teacher does not possess: can be demon-
strated through a film.
A film, unlike reality, allows students to view
the exact sequence of events more than once,
presents only those events that are precisely
related to the topic, and presents them in the
most logical order.

There are some unique advantages associated
with 8 mm equipment and materials. The pro-
jectors and cameras, both cartridge and reel-to-
reel, are relatively inexpentive and reasonably
simple to operate Thus, teacher -made (or stu-
dent-made) films can be shot of demonstrations or
other events as they occur The 8 mm single con-

cept film
loopS are

ideally suited
for individual
viewing. The
film loop car-

tridge and
the cartridge
projector are

nearly fool-
proof to load
and operate
and, due to

the# simplic-

L
'. ity, users are

not as likely
to damage the projector or the cartridge In addi-
tion, the cartridge protects the film from dirt and
damage, and makes the films easy to store

A well-executed and Carefully filmed demonstra-
tion can be shown to the entire class with an 8 mm

.23



reel-to-reel film. Each class viewing the film will-be
assured of seeing a wep-executed demqnstration,
probably at closer range than with an actual dem-
onstration, and d/V t h less teacher preparation int-
volved. If the film is also produced as a film loop,
then it will be available for individual viewing and
reviewing.

Students can use a teacher-made or com-
mercially produced film loop to view and/or re-
view a diffic_plt concept or complicated demonstra-
tion until rach reaches mastery at his/her own
pace. Some cartridge projectors allow the stu-
dents to "freeze" the film (to stop it in progress) so
a partioilar frame can be studied. Others are de-
signed to'lllow the students to advance the loop
frame by frame-like a filmstrip. Thus, the loop can
be viewed as a series of stills or in matipn.

One other advantage of 8 mm and 16 mm films is
that they have the potential to provide all students
in a class with a common experience The students
in your classes will come to you with a variety of
backgrounds and experiences A film can provide
a common frame of reference for the_different indi-
viduals in your class to use as a basis for discus-
sion

Disadvantages
probably the two biggest disadvantages as-

sociated with films are (1) the projectors usually
have to be shared, and (2) the films (especially 16
mm) have to be borrowed or rented For example,
if you know pf an excellent film you can rent to

ir/
illustrate a lesson on the job interview, you must
also kno exactly which day you will becovering
that mat real In addition, you must order the film
from the distributor and sign up for the school
projecrtor well in advance However, the film may
not be available on the day that you need it Your
class may have gotten slightly off schedule, or the
projector may not be available when you need it
The film may arrive in poor condition.

Suppose you locate a seemingly perfect film in a
catalogue from a film distributor but would like to
be reassured about its quality before you pay the
rental fee. Film'distributors who rent films do not
usually send .out films for previewing purposes
This it understandable since the film could be
shown several times to classes during the "pre=
view" session without their getting any rental fee.
Without being able to preview the film, it is difficult
to evaluate the film's actual quality and applicabil-
ity. '

The film projector needs to be operated in a
room which is almost totally dark It is possible,
however, to use it in a room which is not totally
dark if your screen has wings on each side to
shade the screen from light

1

Many times, the ordinary classrooM cannot be
made dark enough, and the teacher has to move
the class to a special room in order to use the
projector. Most of these special rooms are built to
accommodate large groups (e.g., auditorium-type
facilities). In a large, dark room, the teacher has no
eye contact with students, ant clats control is

more difficult.

Seeing a film in the auditorium may suggest to
students that the film-viewing is "entertain-
ment"something separate and apart from nor-
mal course content. In fact, films, like all instr4c-
tional media, should be presented as essenal
elem9nts in the flow of the lesson They should be
an irtherent part of the lesson presentation, not a
departure from normal classroom procedures, or
an extra added attraction.

The operation of the film projector can be another
disadvantage since a reel-to-reel film projector
that is not self-threading is just complicated
enough in appearance to threaten some persons
unfamiliar withilkhe equipment In fact, the pro-
jector is not that difficult to thread and operate' It is
a skill which is easily mastered with a little direc-
tion and a little practice

Another disadvantage associated with the op z,
eration of the equipment is that while the pro-
jector is running, it is recommended that someone
-be near the equipment to operate it and turn it off
in case something should go wrong If this person
is the teacher or a student in the class, his/her
attention will be divided between watching the
film and watching the equipment .

All students should have their full attention on
the film The teacher also should have his/her full
attention on the film (with an occasional glance at
student responsiveness to the film) since the
teacher should be -setting an example of good
viewing and listening skills Thi5 problem can be
overcome if the §chool has a .media_ staff, or a

24
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student media crew whose members handle au-
diovisual presentations during their free periods
or study halls , . ,

Finally, there are a few disadvantages related tb
the materials being used, Figst, if a film is avail-
able only in 16 mm, it is not well suited to indi-
vidual viewing. Second, 8 mm cartridges pro-
duced by one manufacturer may not operate on
an 8 mm projector made by another company

A third disadvantage relates to the audience 't
level for which thefilm was produced The films
which are availa6ie from commercial agencies

?are prepared for very specific audiences It is pos-
sible to find aqiIj-n which covers exactly the right
topic, but whic-h- covers it at a grade level or in a
specific frame of reference which does not mee
your needs or those of your audience Fourth, it is
possible for students viewing a film which IQ&
cludes time-lapse photography or photomicrodlik.
raphy to get an incorrect or distorted view of the
time and size concepts involved

Most of the disadvantages mentioned in this
section can be avoided or overcome with careful
preplanning on the part of the teacher In addi-
tion, as 8 mm film loops 'and e uipment become
more common in schools, Ind idualized viewing
of films will be more feasible, nd the availability
of films covering a wider area of levels, interests,
and subjects should increase

if
4>

objective of your lesson, you can cleternime what
type(s) of instructional media might best Pei)) your
students achieve that objective If you decide that a
film is one of the materials that could help you,
your next step is to determine the type(s) of pro -
jectors to which you have accets (standard,,8, su-
per 8, or 16 mini) and then locate, preview, and
evaluate films which can be shown on the qvatf-
able projectors and which cover the appropriate
subject matter

Previewing and evaluating films.It was men-
tioned previously that previewing a film la not al-
ways possible through the distributor, but there
are ways to get around this If you and the other
teachers in your school and/or district locate a

1Wber of films through a distributor's catalogue
appear worthwhile, you can sometimes ar-

range for the distnbutor to come to the school and
spend .a day or an afternoon showing each of the
films in which you are, interested If you know of
another teacher in the school or district who is
renting p particular film, it might be possible for
you to arrange to preview it during the time he/she
has the film in his/her possessions

If you cah preview the film, there are a number of
thihgs you should be looking 'for

Does the film fit the lesson objectives'?
Is it interesting, motivating, and does it appeal
to the eyes and the ears?
Is the film content and method of presentation
appropriate for the needs, interests, and
abilities of your 'students?' For example, is
the vocabulary.level appropriate'?
Is the content accurate, or are there major
errors oomissions?
Are the photography and sound well
produced?
Is the film in good conditiOn?
Will the film:make a definite contribution to
the lesson (explaining, clarifying, illustrating,
etc ), or would the lesson be more effective
with some other type of media'
Is it up to date?

If a film meets seven or the above criteria per-
fectly, but falls short oh the fourth questiory, "errors
and omissions, you can use the film in the lesson
anyway if (1) the errors are not too serious, (2) you
explain tote students before showing the film
wrtat those errors are so they can watch for them,
or' M) you explain to. the.students that there are
errors and omissions and ask them to see if they
can pick them out The latter technique assumes
that students have some background in the area

Classroom Procedures
Part of each teacher s plan for keeping up to

date professionally should involve getting to know
the films in his her occupational area through
catalogues, journals, and curriculum guides A
teacher should also make an effort to learn of high
quality films through contacts with colleagues and
persons in media and curriculum centers at the
district and state levels However, a`lesson does
not start with a film and then build around it The
lesson starts with objective(s) Once you know the

r../././/t.sv. ay/CY'
1 To gain skill in determining Student needs and interests you may wish
to refer to Module B-1 Determine Needs and Interests of Students
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already. One area of "errors and omissions" you
need to be aware of concerns commercial films
produced by companies to promote their own
businesses. Sometimes, in attempting to prom&
themselves, companies may present information
which. is misleading.

Another caution to observe when you are pre-
viewing a film concerns whether a film is "enter-
taining A film can so thoroughly entertain you
that you fail to notice that it doesn't do an adequate
job of instruction On the other hand, -a film can be
,amusint and 'entertaining end informative and
educational The point is not to let the entertain-
ment value of a fitm distort your evaluation of the
content.

If you absolutely cannot preview a film, but (1)
you have heard frilifn 'a number of colleagues that it
is excellent, (2) critical 'reviews or information in
catalogues suggests that the film is/ worthwhile,
and (3) your sources otinformation provide you
with answers to most of the eight evaluation ques-

' .0-tions lied above- you could chance renting the
film (issuming ydu have a budget which allows
such. risk). When the film arrives in the late after--
noon the day before you wish to show it, you could
then view it in terms of your lesson plans and
objective. Probably, if you have gotten reliable iro-
form@tir from colleagues and reviewers, the film
will be applicable

However, if it is not, don't use it just because you
rertted 'it and must get your money's worth
Whenever your lesson presentation includes
film, especially one that is to arrive in the mail, your

sson planning should include an alternative
m od of presentation Then, if the film doesn't
arrive or there are equipment problems 'u can
use the alternative method If you are ge film
you have not previewed, and viewing it indicates to
you that-it is not satisfacto6y, use the alternative

: plan.

Again, films are to be usedto' support and en-
hance a lesson; they are to be used to help meet
the lesson objective; and they are to be an inherent
part of the lesson presentation A person who is
using -a film to break the monotony of.the course
probably needs to spend some time-determining
why the lessons are monotonous instead of ar-
tifically enlivening the lesson with an entertaining
film

Arranging andplanning for the film presenta-
tion. Once you have, in fact, determined that the
lesson needs a film, and you have selected and
previewed the film, you are ready-to finalize your
arrangements and your lesson plan's. In terms of
arrangements, you wilt' need to reserve the pro-
jector (and perhaps a room if tours is not dark
enough), contact the media crew (if there is one),
and order the film for the proper day It is desirable
to place your _order by phone (if possible) Then, if
the filmis not available when you need it, you
might be able to arrange another satisfactory time
After ordering by phone, you should confirm the
order by mall

In preparing your lesson plan, you need to ask
yourself certain questions such as

At 'what point the lesson will theOm be

,shown?
How are you going to prepare t)e students for
the film?

a Are you going to show the film straight
through, or will you stop periodically for dis-
cussion? If it is a short film, will you show it
twice e , show NM once, raise questions,
and then reshow it to allow students to locate
answers within the film)?
What method of summary are you going to
use, iir
How are you going to evaluate what-the stu-
dents have learned from the film?.

. In What way(s) are you going toget feedback
on the students' evaluations of the film?

41 26
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Are there any foltqw-up activities you can plan
which grow out of the film Oresentation?

Some .films are accompanied, by teachers'
guides. Thee are written for a general au-
dience, not for your specific needs Thus, while
they may have some good ideas which apply to
your situation, it is probably not a good idea to
follow their activities exactly and completely Even
if nothing in the guide fits your needs exactly,
however, the guide can be useful in helping you to
think of ideas and activities of your own which do
ftt your needs It is a good starting point, especiay
if you wish to develop-a study guide of your own to
distribute to students before or after the film

Setting up the room and preparing the class
members.Before class (or before school if pos-
sible) on the day the film.is to be shown, AV need
to set up the room, the film, ar the projector In
order to be adequately prepared, you should

place'the projector and the screen
arrange the seating
thread the film, adjust for sound and focus, If ytfu had noted any errors or omissions in The
and check to see that the projector is erat- film during your preview, these areas need to being properly mentioned to the students
make surb that you have a spare lamp avail-

Finally, for students to get the very most from aable
film, they need to be able to see how it relates to

,

eliminate distractions
what they already know or have experienced

make sure there are no cords'or cables ex-
posed that someone could trip over Showing the film.Once students are pre-

In some schools, these equipment concerns will pared, the room can be darkened and the film
be handled, by media crews shown according to your plans During the show-

ing, someone needs to stay with the projector in
BefcWe the film is shown during the lesson, 'the case something should'go wrong At the end of the

students need to be prepaited Films are shown in a film, you need*o carry through on your planned
darkened room, and are run at a predetermined activities for discussion, summarization, evaltia-
speed (unlike slides or filmstrips with which each tion of the film and of student understanding, and
frame can be left on the screen indefinitely) Thus, explanation of any follow-up activities to be pur-
students should be instructed not to try to take sued After the cs is dismissed, you can deal
notes during the film Therefore, it is very. impor- with the busines f rewinding the film (if neces-
tent that they krlow in 'advance the key things to sary- )and packing both the film and the projector
look'for One way of handling this is toOistribute a away in their cases In this way, the opal/Rion of the
teacher-made study 9urcie Another way is to orally equipment does not interfere with the flow of the
present the key items to look for lesSon

Raising questions or allowing students to raise
questions is another method of preparing- stu-
dents This gives students apurpose for watching
the film to find answers to these questions If
students know why they are viewing a Nal, and if
Meir attention has been directed toward lbcating
kepoints in, or answering key questilons through,
the film, they will probably get more out of the film,
and retain more of what they learn

If there will be unfamiliar vocabulary in the film,
this needs to be discussed prior to the showing of
the film You can provide students with a printed
glossary orterms (handoAstrkchalkboard, over-
head transparencies, etc ) You can explain and
discuss the terms prior to the film, If the film and
the students' abilities allow it, you can have the
students look for the terms as they appear in the
filmvand try to define them through the information
given in the film
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Specific% Applications
A film can be used to show students how to dry

something. This is especially helpful if what you
lire showing is ordinarily.ciangerous, or if the_stgps
are complicated, or if some of the manipkilations
are difficult to view. Through film, studiatifs can see
each step of the operati9n closeul5, and they can
view it from the same angle as if they were perform-
ing the operation themselves. Furthermore,
through stop-action, the film can be stopped at key
points so students can get a longer look (Do not
overuse this technique, however, since it is hard on
the machine and the film.)

I '

/

A film can be used to explain a concept, pro-
cess, or kill A concept which is very abstract and
difficult for students to grasp often can be ex-
plained visually through an animated film. For ex-
ample, an animated cartoon of how food is trans-
formed into energy can help students understand
the concept far more quickly and easily than could
a lengthy oral or written explanation A film which
explains and illustrates the need for safety proce-
dures could be used if you wish to attem yto Make

students more safety-minded
7,4

)

A film can be used to Inform.students For in-
stance, if ybu are trying to help students grasp the
career opportunities available to them, films show-
ing actual workers performing their lobs in actual
situations can convey this career information to
the students in a real and meaningful way

A/film can be used for drill. When students are
learning a new skill, it can be very helpful to them if
there is a film ( g., an 8 nor film loop) which
shows that skill or Aeration being performed step

by step Students can.then view the film as many
times as necessary on an individual basis.

A film can take the place of *a field trip. When
budget, time constraints, or distance involved pre-
vent the class from making a field trip, a film can
provide an experience which closely approxi-
mates reality lf, for example, you know of a plant
that has Just purchased a piece of equipment
which will probably be in common use what your'
students graduate, you will probably want them to
see.this equipment firsthand However, if a field
trip is not possible, a film (produced by the.manu-
facturer of the equipment or shot locally at the
plant) can provide students with a similar experi-

ence.

A film can be shown only part way through so
that it is left open ended. Students can then be
asked to solve the problem or fill in the. missing
information; or apply some other sort of problemNc
solving techniques The remainder of the film can
then be shown and students can compare their
solutions or information to that which is contained
in the film.

4
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Selet a student performance objective in your occupational specialty
which could be.achieved, at least partially, by use of a film. (In a real world
situation, you start with an objective and then select the most appropriate
materials and/or teaching methods lnthis practice situation, however, you
need to sett an objective that lends itself tri using a film.)

Prepare a detailed lesson plan which includesthe use of a film. In your
plan, explain what type of film is needed, how it will be used, and when.
Instead of developing a lesson plan, you may select a lesson plan that you
hamecieveloped previously; and adapt that plan so that it includes the use ofoz.

ay wish to have your resource person review the adequacy of your
plan. He the Teacher Performance Assessment Form in
Module B-4, Deveiep a sson Plan, as a guide.

Based on your lesson plan, select (and preview) the film you will need to
make your Presentation. Also, arrange to have a film projector and a screen
available when you make your presentation Having previewed the film,
finalize your plans

Before presenting your lesson, you may wish to rrange through ydur
resourceperson to observe a lesson involving the se of a film which is
being presented by a vocational teacher in your servic area who is experi-
enced in using this technique

In a simulated classroom situation, present your lesson to your resource
parson Your resource person will serve two functions (1) he/she will
rqb-play a student to whom you are presenting the lesson, and (2) he/she ,

will evaluate your performance

Give your resource person the Presentation Chrklist. Films, pp 31-32,
before making your presentation in order to ensure that he/she knows
what to look for in your lesson
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PRESENTATION CHECKLIST: FIVIS
Name

directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each ofithe followin6 performarice compone=nts was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished If, because Of special cir- Date

cumstances, aperforMance component was not pplicable, °rim possible
'to.execute: plate an X in the N/A bdx. Resource Person

I

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

* it? k4
The teacher:

1. arranged the physicatsetting in advance in away that would ensure
that all students could b6th see and hear the presentation clearly IIEJ

2: haci eqUipment and materials assembled in advance DD
3. set up the equipment and threaded the film according to rnanufac- DEtufgr's recommendations e

4: prechedked and prefocused the equipment EID
.)5. had a spire lamp available El El

6. projected the image on the screen clearly and accurately so' that it
Met the following criteria or!ia. no keystoning effect

b", well focused 11

c, well centered on the' screen OE 1:1
d readable i in 0-D

7. used a filrn which met the following criteria Elh'a. aided in meeting the objectivf(s) of the lesson

b. content was interesting and motivating 111

c: content was at students' comprehension level , 111D
d content fit, theneeds and interests of students ED GI
e content was accurate and up to date n111
f. photography anti sound were well produced CID
9...film was in good condition 111D

8. prepared students adequately for the.film (e raised key clues DLions, defined terms, etc )

R. presented the film at a logical point insthe lesson 1 DO

*v.
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416
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(

A
J

1.e

10. stayed with the projector while it was running

11 summarized (or had olass rrbers summarize) the Min content .1:...

12 obtained student feedback on students' understanding of the film CI, ID

13 obtained student feedback on students' evaluation of the him

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, orN/A responses. If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet tp,determine what additional activities
the teacher needs to complete in otder to reach competency in the weak area(s)

1'

.0

r

1

t

c
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Learning Experience III
FINAL EXPERIENCE`

Activity

a,
in an actual scfiool situation,* present information With films.

(

As you plan your lesson(s), decide when a film.could be used effectively/to
aid you to meeting the lesson objective(s). Based on that decision, present c,
'information with a film. This will include

selecting, modifying, Or developing a lesson plan which includes the
use of this technique
selecting, A%taining, or preparing the,necessary film(s)
securing the necessary equipment. 4

presenting the lesson to theclass

NOTE: Your resource person may want You to submit your written lesson
plan to him/her for evaluation before you present your lesson. It may be
helpful for your resource person to Use the TPAF from Module B-4, De-
velop a Lasson Plati, to guide his/her evaluation.

Arrange in advance to' have your resource person obserVe your lesson
presentation.

Your total competency will be assell by yo.ur resourceperson, using the
Teacher Performance Assessment Form,,pp. 35-36.

Based upon *ie criteria specified to this assessment instrument, your
resource pefson will:dqtermine whether you are competent in presenting
information with films.

. -For Oefirtitan of actual school iuluation see the inside back cover
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TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM
Present InformatiOn with Films (C-25)

Name

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
an X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading Date

If, because of special circumstances, a performance component was not
applicablipr impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A box

The teacher:
1. arranged the physical setting in. advance in a ^way that

would ensure that all students could both see and hear
the presentation clearly

2 had equipmenand materials.assembled in advance

3. set up the equipment and threaded the film according to
manufacturer's recomrnendations

4 prechecked and prefocused the equipment

5. had a spare lamp available

6 projn't - I age on the screen clearly and accurately
so that4t following cFiteria
a no keyst. g effect

b. well focused

c. well centered on the screen

d readable.

7 used a film 'which met the following criteria
aided in meeting the objective(s) of the lessona

b content was interesting and motivating

content was at students' comprehension level

d content fit the needs and interests of students

e content was accurate,and up to date

f photog'raphy and sound were weltroduced

;a.

g f!Igt-was in-good condition

8. prepared students adequately for the film (e g , raised key
questions, defined terms, etc )

35, '30

Resource Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

411

a.ni-1 op
Et El 1:1 El

Da.
Ill El CI El_V
El El Cl .1=1

0-DED.E1 D
T;IDEJ

CI CI

a Epp En
1:1

CI[I En-
n DOD no

CI El
ODp.0.0
p;,ci D
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9. presented the film at a logical point in the lesson

10 stayed with the projector while it was running

11. summarized (or had class members summarize) the film

content

12 obtained student feedback on students' understanding
of the film

13 obtained student feedback on students' evaluation of the

film

0

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items musireceive NIA, GOOD, or EXCELLENT responses If any item

receives a NONE, POOR, of FAIR response, the teacher and resource, person should meet to determine

what additional activities the teacher needs to complete in ordell to reach competency in the weak

area(s)

ION
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ABOUT USING THE CENTER'S PBTE
MODULES

Organization
Each module is designed to help you gain competency
irLa particular skill area considered importanf to teach-
ing success. A module is made up of a series ofkarning
experiences, some providing background information,
some providing practice experiences, and others com-
bining these two functions CoMpleting these experi-
ences should enable you to achieve the terminal objet-
five in the final learning experience The final experience
in each module always requires you to demonstrate the
skill in an actual school situation when you are an intern,
a student teacher, or an inservice teacher

Procedures
Modules are designed to allow you to individualize your
teacher education program You need to take only those
modules covering skills which you do not already pos-
sess Similarly, you need rot complete any learning ex-
perience s;Anthin a module' f you already have the skill
needect to corralte2 Wherefore, before taking any
module, you STiould carefully review (1) the Introduction.
(2) the Objectives listed on p 4, (3) the Overviews pre-
ceding each learning experience, and (4) the Final Ex-
perience After comparing your present needs and com-
petencies with the information you have read in these
sections, youishoUld be ready to mane one of the follow-
ing decision

that you do not have the competencies indicated, ,

and shoulicomplete the entire module ,
that you are competent in one or mori3iffl the en:
abling objectives leading to the final learaingex-
perience, and thus can omit that (those) lear7ing
experience(s)
that you are already competent in this area, and
ready to complete the final leaPfing experience in
order to "test out
that the module is inappropriate to your needs at
this time

When you are ready to take the final learning experience
and have access to an-actual school situation, make the
necessary arrangements with your resourcs. person If
you do not complete the final experience ccessfully,
meet with your resource peron and arrange (1) to re-
peat the experience, or (2) complete (or review) previous
sections of the module or other related activities
suggested byyour resource peron before attempting to
repeat the final experience
Options for recycling are also available in each of the
learning exPittences preceding the final experience
Any time you do not meet the minimum level of perfory
mance required to meet an objective, you and your re-
source person may meet to select activities to help you
reach competency This could involve (1) completing
parts of the module previously skipped. (2) repeating
activities, (3) reading supplementary resources ortorii;
pleting additional activities suggested by the resource
person, (4) designing your own learning experience, or

15) completing some other activity suggested by you or
your resource person

Terminology
Actual School Situation . refers to a situation in
which you are actually working with, and responsible
for, secondary or post-secondary vocational students in
a real school An intern, a Student teacher, or an in-
service teacher would be functioning in an actual school
situation. If you do not have access to an actual school
situation when you are taking the module, you can com-
plete the module up tothe final learning experience You
would then do the firial learning experience later, i.e ,
when you have access to an actual school situation
Alternate Activity or Feedback refers to an item or
feedback device which may substitute for required
items which, due to special circumstances, you are un-
able to complete
Occupational Specialty refers to a specific area of
preparation within a vocational service area (e g., the
service area Trade and Industrial Education includes
occupational specialties such as automobile me-
chanics, welding, and electricity)
Optional Activity or Feedback refers to an item
which is not required, but which is designed to supple-
ment and enrich the required items in a learning expelp-
ence

Resource Person refers to the person in charge of
your educational program, the professor, instructor,
administrator, supervisor, b aoperatingl,su pervising/
classroom teacher who is gui ing you in taking this
module
Student refers to the per'Sbn who is enrolled and
receiving instruction in a secondary or post-secondary
educational institution
Vocational Service Area refers to a major vocational
field agricultural4edu cation, business and office educa-
tion, distributive education, health occupations educa-
tion, home economNs education, industrial arts edu-
cation, technical education, ortrade and industrial edu-
cation
You or the Teacher refers to the person who is tak-
ing the module

Levels of Performance for Final Assessment
N/A The cluterion was not met because it was not
applicable to the situation
None No attempt was made to meet the criterion,
although it was relevent
Poor The teacher is unable to perform this skill or
has only very limited ability to perform it
Fair The teacher is unable to perform this skill in an
acceptable manner, buItes some ability to perform.it
Good The teacher is able to perform this skill in an
effective manner
Excellent The teacher is able() perform this skill in a
very effective manner
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Titles of The Center's
Performance-Based Teacher Education Modules

A-1
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-5
A-8
A-7
A-8
A-9
A-10
A-11

Prepare for a Community Survey
Conduct a Community Survey
Report the Findings of a Community Survey
Organize an Occupational Advisory Committee
Maintain an OccupatIonagibvlsory Committee
Develop Program Goals and Objectives
Conduct an Occupational Analysis
De% lop a Course of Study
Develop Lang -Range Program Pldrus
Conduct a Student Follow-Up Study
Evaluate Your Vocational Program

Category B: Instructional Planning
B-1 Determine Needs and Interests of Students
B-2 Develop Student Performance Objectives ,

B-3 Develop a Unit of Instruction
8-4 Develop a Lesson Plan
B-5 Select Student Instructional Materials
B-8 Prepens Teacher-Made Instructional Materials

Cativo:4'y C: Instructional Execution
C-1 Direct Field Tnps
C-2 Conduct Group Discussions, Panel Discussions, and

Symposiums
'C-3 Erepfoy Brainstorming, Buzz Group, and Question Box

Techniques
C-4 Direct Students in Instructirig Other Students
C-5 Employ Simulation Techniques
C-8 Guide Student Study
C-7 Direct Student Laboratory Experience
C-8 Direct Students in Applying Problem-Solving Techniques

C-9 Employ the Project Method
C-10 Introduce a Lesson
C-11 Summarize a Lesson
C-12 Employ Oral Questioning Techniques
C-13 Employ Reinforcement Techniques
C-14 Provide Instruction for Slower and More Capable Learners

C-15 Present an Illustrated Talk
C-18 Demonstrate a Miiiiiipuiative Skill
C-17 Demonstrate a Concept or Principle
C-18 IndivKlualize Instruction
C-19 Employ the Team Teaching Approach
C-20 Use Subject Matter Experts to Present Information

C-21 Propels Bulletin Boards and Exhibits
C-22 Present Information with Models, Real Objects, and Flannel

DEMI
C-23 Present Information with Overhead and Opaque Materials

C-24 Present Information with Filmstrips and Slides

C-25 Present Information with Films
C-26 Present Information with Audio Recordings
C-27 Present Information with Televised and Videotaped Materials

C-28 Employ Programmed Instruction
C-29 Present Information with the Chalkboard and Flip Chart

Category D: Instructional Evaluation

D-1 Establish Student Performance Criteria
D-2 Assess Studerit Performance Knowledge
D-3 Assess Student Performance Attitudes
D-4 Assess Student Performance Skills
D-5 Determine Student Grades

"-" 0-8 Evaluate Your Instructional Effectiveness

Category E: Instructional Management
E-1 Project Instructional Resource Needs
E-2 Manage Your Budgeting and Reporting Responsibilities

E-3 Arrange for Imprbvement of Your Vocational Facilities

E-4 Maintain a Filing System

eV'

E-5 Pr9yrde for Student Safety
E -6, Provide( for the First Aid Needs of Students
E-7 Assist Students in Developing Self-Discipline

.E-8 Organize the Vocational Laboratory
E-9 Manage the Vocational Laboratory

Category F: Guidance
F-1 Gather Student Data Using Formal a-Collection Techniques

F-2 Gather Student Data Through Perso tacts

F-3 Use Conferences to Help Meet Stiden s

F-4 Provide Information on Educational and careerOpportunities

F-5 Assist Students In Applying for EmployfFent or Further Education

Category 0: School - Community Relations

G-1 Develop a School-Community Relation4lan for Your Vocational
Program

G-2 Give Presentations to Promote Your Vocational Program

G-3 Develop Brochures to Promote Your Vocational Program

G-4 Prepare Displays to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-5 Prepare News Releases and Articles ConcerningYoitiVocational

Progreei
G-6 Arrange for Television and Radio Pr -rit ationsConcerning Your

Vocational Program
G-7 Conduct an Open House
GA Work with Members of the Community
G-9 Work with State and Local Educators
G-10 Obtain Feedback about Your Vocational Program

Category H: Student Vocational Organization
H-1 Develop a Personal Philosophy Concerning Student Vocational

organizations
H-2 Establish a Student Vocational Organization
H-3 Prepare Student Vobational Organization Members fbr

Leadership Roles
H-4 Assist Student Vocational Organization Members in Developing

and Financing a Yearly Program of Activities .

H-5 Supervise Activities of the Student Vocational Organization

H-6 Guide Participation in Student Vocational Organization Contests

Category 1: Professional Role and Development ,

1-1 Keep Up-to-Date ProfesSionaIly
1-2 Serve Your Teaching Profession
1-3 Develop an Active Personal Philosophy of Education
1-4 Serve the School and Community
1-5 Obtain a Suitable Teaching Position
1-8 Provide Laboratory Expenences for Prospect'
1-7 Plan the Student Teaching Experience
1-8 Supervise Student' eachers

Category J: Coordination of Cooperative Education

J-1 Establish Guidelines for Your Cooperative Vocational Program

J-2 Manage the Attendance, Transfers, and Terminations of Co-Op

Students
J-3 Enroll Students in Your Co-Op Program
J-4 SecUre Training Stations for Your Co-Op Program
J-5 Place Co-Op Students on the Job
J-6 Develop the Training Ability of On-the-Job Instructors
J-7 Coordinate On-the-Job Instruction
J-8 Evaluate Co-Op Students On-the-Job Performance
J-9 Prepare for Students' Related Instruction
J-10 Supervise an- Employer - Employee Appreciation Event

RELATED PUBLICATIONS
Student Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher Education

Materials,
Resource Person Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher

Education Matenals
Guidello the Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher Education

Teat hers

For Information regarding availability and prices of these materials contact-7

AAVIM
American Association for Vocational Instructional Materials
.120 Engineering Center Athens, Georgia 30602 (404) 542-2586
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